An Introduction to Ancient Darts from the Yukon
One summer day about 4580 years ago a group of hunters hiked up a mountain in what
is now the Yukon Territory in modern-day Canada, not far from where the town of Whitehorse
would later be built. Their destination was a perennial blanket of ice that had capped the
mountaintop since before their tribal memory began. Winters in this part of the continent were
cold, but during summer months dense herds of caribou and some Dall sheep took refuge on
the cool, windy mountaintop ice patches away from mosquitos and the warmer valley weather.
The hunters carried atlatls and wooden darts made from willow and birch, and arrived
at the mountaintop at stone hunting blinds that their parents and grandparents may have used.
The sunlight was bright on the ice and the herds of dark brown caribou could be seen miles
away on the ice patches of nearby mountain tops, their manure leaving dark stains on the ice
where they walked. The ice offered the caribou little cover, and the leverage of their atlatls
allowed the hunters to target unsuspecting animals who came too close to the humans hiding
among the rocks and snow.
We don’t know if the hunters were successful that day in killing a caribou, but we do
know that at least one hunter came back with one less a dart, having missed a lucky caribou
with an inaccurate throw and lost the dart in the snowy ice. It must have been really frustrating:
the dart had taken hours to carve to the proper taper using stone scrapers from two staves split
from a straight birch tree trunk. But it must have been an accepted risk of hunting in the ice
patches. That dart lay buried in the ice for a very long time, preserved from rot but stepped on
and broken by caribou and sheep in the following four thousand years, until the caribou no
longer climbed to the mountaintops.
About 4580 years after that summer day, archeologists flying over the mountains in a
helicopter noticed what looked like a twisted branch on the rocks far above the tree line near
the edge of the shrinking ice patch, but the remains of three split feathers tied on one end with
sinew told them that it was definitely not a branch. Caribou have not been seen on the
mountaintops in over a century, so when modern hikers a few years earlier smelled caribou
dung and found that it was melting out from inside the ice patches, it aroused suspicion and
then shock when carbon dating showed that the dung was several thousand years old.
For the past two decades, provincial archeologist Greg Hare and his team based in
Whitehorse, along with numerous community volunteers (including First Nations descendants
of the ancient hunters), have been scanning the rocks at the edges of ice patches from
helicopters and on foot. The mountaintop ice patches are melting more now than they have in
the past 8,000 years, exposing millennia worth of frozen artifacts to attentive archeologists, but
also to the sun, wind, and bacteria that could destroy them within a month or two. The artifacts

include nearly a hundred fragments of atlatl darts ranging in age from ~8400 to ~1200 years
old, points made of stone and caribou antler, foreshafts made of caribou antler and wood,
arrows, a moccasin, a stone blade core, fragments of a bow, carved pieces of antler tine, an
18th century musket ball, and nearly two thousand animal remains from about two dozen
species. To find photographs and a much more detailed summary of the amazingly-preserved
finds, anyone interested should read the articles published by Greg Hare and his colleagues,
which can be found by typing the citations below into a Google Scholar search field
(scholar.google.com) and clicking on the link [PDF] ucalgary.ca to the right of the article title.
P. Gregory Hare, Christian D. Thomas, Timothy N. Topper, and Ruth M. Gotthardt, "The
Archaeology of Yukon Ice Patches: new Artifacts, Observations, and Insights," Arctic, Vol.
65, suppl. 1, (2012) P. 118-135.
P. Gregory Hare, Sheila Greer, Ruth Gotthardt, Richard Farnell, Vandy Bowyer, Charles
Schweger, and Diane Strand, "Ethnographic and Archaeological Investigations of Alpine
Ice Patches in Southwest Yukon, Canada," Arctic, Vol. 57, No. 3, (Sept. 2004) P. 260-272.
The information in this article has been taken from these two articles and personal
communication with Greg Hare. After reading the articles, I contacted Greg and asked for more
pictures and measurements of the darts' diameters. He responded with diameter
measurements taken with calipers every 10 cm (~3.94 in) along the length of four of the most
complete darts, and measurements of proximal and distal diameters of five others. All
measurements were given to me in metric, and I've included the approximate inch equivalents
to some of the measurements below. I plan to include all these measurements in a future
article in the Atlatl that discusses dart taper.
Over 200 artifacts have been carbon dated and show that atlatl and dart technology
continued from at least ~8360 years before present (YBP) until it was quickly replaced by bow
and arrow technology ~1200 YBP in that area. The atlatl darts and fragments are in excellent
states of preservation, some found as complete, unbroken dart shafts over 180 cm (6 ft) long,
some warped, twisted, or split by water and time that probably helped to reverse careful
straightening by the maker, some broken into multiple pieces by hooves of would-be prey but
still found together, some foreshafts with no main shaft and some odd broken shaft fragments
found alone. In some cases, feathers or fragments were still tied on with sinew, and stone
points still hafted to the shafts with pitch and sinew. One of the many things that makes these
artifacts so important to the archeological record and to the atlatl community is that, due to
the circumstances in which they were lost and found, these darts were almost certainly very
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practical hunting weapons made by people who intended to use them to kill dinner. They were
not specially made only to be burial goods, religious ritual items, or weapons of war. The fact
that some of the darts were found with caribou hair wedged in between the stone point and
the wood of the hafting slot shows that some of these darts almost certainly killed caribou and
were used multiple times by their owners. These darts are an amazingly fortunate case of
preservation that offers us one of the best windows into North American lithic dart technology
outside of the Basketmaker culture in the US southwest. So far, however, no preserved atlatls
have been found that would have been used to throw these Yukon darts, which is not too
surprising but is better for the ancient hunters than for us.
One of the most interesting aspects about this sample of darts is the variety of sizes,
shapes, designs, and weights of darts and points made by people in the same area over
thousands of years, presumably to hunt the same or similar types of prey using the same or
similar hunting methods on the mountaintop ice patches. The darts include primarily "female"
darts designed to work with an atlatl with a spur of some kind, and at least one "male" dart
designed to work with an atlatl with a socket. Darts display multiple styles of fletching and
fletching attachment methods, notched and un-notched stone points and perhaps barbed
antler points. Some darts appear to have had antler foreshafts that held a stone point hafted
into a slot in the antler. Based on a few replicas, dart weights may have ranged from ~100 g (3.5
oz) to ~250 g (9 oz). Recovered darts are made of three different wood species: birch, willow,
and spruce, and were made in specific ways. All of the birch darts were carved into shape from
staves that had been split from tree trunks several inches in diameter. All of the willow darts
were made from willow saplings, many of which were carved to varying degrees to adjust the
thickness and taper, and one of which was made from a sapling without altering it except for
removing the bark, notching the distal end for a stone point, and attaching feathers with sinew
binding. The single spruce dart that has been found (dated to 3220 ± 60 YBP, ID number JbVa2:1 in Greg's article) was made from a single-piece sapling and was complete, with a socket at
the proximal end and a carved slot into which a stone point would have been directly hafted,
overall about 184 cm (72.4 in) long.
The longest dart yet found is a single-piece willow sapling dated to 4460 ± 40 YBP (ID
number JdVb-2:9). It has a carved slot in which the snapped-off base of a hafted stone point
remains with spruce pitch mixed with ochre and a sinew binding around the shaft at the base of
the slot. It is 220 cm (86.6 in) long, but the socket for the atlatl spur has been broken off, so it
would originally have been a few centimeters longer. Replicas show that it probably weighed
about 170–185 g (6–6.5 oz), depending on the size of the point. Although this dart was made
form a willow sapling, the shaft was carved or scraped to adjust its taper by decreasing the
diameter of the dart near the nock or proximal end (nock diameter <0.73 cm, or 0.29 in) and
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just behind the point or distal end (to a local minimum of ~1.24 cm, or 0.49 in), such that the
thickest parts of the shaft were slightly behind its center of length (maximum ~1.46 cm, or 0.58
in) and within a few inches of the point-hafting slot, probably for reinforcement or weight.
The shortest dart yet found is one of the most recent, a birch split stave dart (ID
numbers JcUu-1:9 and JcUu-1:17) dated to 1260 ± 60 YBP with a "male" nock. This dart has an
empty socket at the distal end which would have held a wooden foreshaft or an antler point of
unknown length and weight. The length of the complete main shaft is about 152 cm (60.0 in),
and the rear ~40 cm (~16 in) of the dart was thinned to less than 0.86 cm (0.33 in) in diameter,
tapering to a nock about 0.63 cm (0.25 in) in diameter.
The willow dart that was made from a sapling after stripping the bark (ID number JcUu1:16) has been dated to 4700 ± 60 YBP and is 194 cm (76.4 in) long not including the stone
point, which is missing but would have been directly hafted into the single-piece main shaft
with pitch and the still-remaining sinew wrapping. Its shaft tapers naturally from 1.27 cm (0.50
in) in diameter at the hafting slot to 0.78 cm (0.31 in) at the nock, which is the largest nock
diameter that has been measured so far.
The birch stave dart that the hunters lost in the first few paragraphs above (ID number
JcUu-2:1) about 4580 ± 70 years ago was found with a portion of the shaft trampled and split
and missing its distal end and point, so its original length can't be known for sure. This dart's
proximal end was tapered to ~0.64 cm (0.25 in) diameter, and the thickest measureable section
was ~1.45 cm (0.57 in), at a distance of about 167 cm (66 in) from the proximal end. A replica of
this dart that I made from kiln-dried birch lumber at an arbitrarily estimated 200 cm (78.7 in)
long slotted shaft, with a 25 g stone point made by John Whittaker which added 7 cm to the
overall length when hafted, weighs about 250 g (8.8 oz) overall. Although this dart tapered
smoothly from near its center to its nock, it was a two-piece dart, with an ~8 cm (3 in) long scarf
joint located at about 71–79 cm (28–31 in) from the nock, a few inches in front of where the
handle of the atlatl would be when throwing it. The mating surfaces were flat and elliptically
shaped but roughened with shallow hatch marks before being put together (possibly with hide
glue) and wrapped with sinew over the entire length of the joint.
Although most of the darts described above are single-piece shafts (they offered the
most complete artifacts for detailed measurement and reproduction), multi-piece dart shafts
appear to have been perhaps more common than single-piece darts. Scarf joints of the type
described above were very common, and could be found at almost any location along the dart's
shaft, as close as 25 cm (10 in) to the feathers and within 20 cm (8 in) of the point. The majority
of jointed darts are two-piece darts with a single scarf joint, but three-piece darts with two
scarf joints were also used. Reproductions of this type of joint, when bound with sinew dipped
in hide glue, make a relatively solid joint that does not easily come apart. After several rounds
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of throwing the birch dart described above, the glue in between the wooden scarf surfaces
broke loose, which allowed more movement in the joint but surprisingly only minimally
affected the dart's throwing characteristics. It is likely that these scarf joints were intended to
be permanent or semi-permanent (perhaps in the case of scarf-jointed foreshafts?), and were
used in order to obtain a long enough piece of straight wood with which to make a dart shaft of
the desired length. It is possible that broken sections of old darts may have been re-used to
make new darts by splicing them together with other sections of shaft. This would have been an
efficient use of straight shaft material when possible, due to the possible difficulty of finding
straight willow saplings or birch trunks for staves, and especially when one considers the time
required to work the shafts to the desired shape. In addition to the scarf-jointed darts,
foreshafts up to 40 cm (16 in) long have also been found with ~3 cm (1.2 in) conically tapered
ends, which appear to have fit into conically tapered sockets in the distal ends of darts, and
would have created a more temporary foreshaft connection.
One aspect of the Yukon ice patch darts as interesting as the wide variety of shapes and
sizes is the consistency of the dart nock size across the range of dart designs over several
thousand years. The range of nock diameters for which I have measurements so far is 0.61–0.78
cm (0.24–0.31 in), which is considerably smaller than many modern darts used in target
competitions today. As mentioned before, the largest nock diameter belongs to the naturallytapered willow dart. Surface markings show that other willow sapling darts were extensively
carved or scraped, possibly for a combination of purposes including straightening, smoothing,
and adjustment of the diameter and taper, and indicate that the naturally tapered willow
sapling dart was probably a hastily-made exception in terms of craftsmanship, rather than the
norm. The fact that the birch darts were reduced from split staves to nearly identical
dimensions as the adjusted willow darts indicates that the norm involved finely tapered
proximal ends, and carbon dating shows that dart makers appear to have consistently adhered
to this technique for over 7,000 years, whether using single-piece or segmented darts, radial or
tangiential fletching, male or female atlatls. Such a tradition was likely maintained for very
practical reasons and must have made a noticeable difference in dart performance, and was
probably not just a cultural or artistic tradition, it was how darts worked best in that hunting
environment. As many of us know, when throwing a dart it is advantageous to: (1) throw the
lightest dart shaft possible for the application, (2) use a dart that is flexible enough for the
amount of arm power you use, and (3) to have the necessary and natural flexing oscillation of
the dart shaft dampen itself as soon as possible for both target accuracy and energy efficiency
(read: dart speed and therefore range). It's my hypothesis that finely tapered proximal ends
assisted in each of these aspects as well as with putting the dart's center of gravity forward of
center, but a good explanation will have to come in a future issue. The overall taper of the dart
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shafts varied, with some darts like the spruce and natural willow sapling being conically tapered
from ~1.3 cm at the distal end to 0.7 cm at the proximal end, the two-piece birch dart described
above was tapered with entasis like a classical Greek column, and the 220 cm willow sapling
dart displayed a barrel-tapered profile, with the maximum diameter of 1.46 cm (0.58 in) at
about 30 cm (12 in) behind the center of the dart's length closer to the nock than to the point,
and with a thickened section near the point, probably for reinforcement and/or weight.
For those who want to make a quick approximate replica of a Yukon dart, make it
anywhere between 180 and 222 cm (72 and 87 in) long, about 1/2" in diameter near the point
and either conically taper it to around 1/4" or 5/16" at the nock, or make it about 9/16" near
the middle and gradually taper it to a 1/4" or 5/16" nock. Stone points appear to have varied in
weight from ~10 to 31 g (0.35–1.1 oz)The first time I tried to make a willow dart nock that small
I couldn't bring myself to do it because I thought it would snap, but eventually found the
courage and have been throwing skinny-rear darts ever since. Even the 8.8 oz birch dart has a
nock just over 1/4", works great and shows no signs of breaking yet.
It’s likely that stone age hunters who frequented the ice patches came across ancient
preserved darts, points, and foreshafts from time to time while kicking around in the snow to
find one that they had just lost. Perhaps admiring a different point design or fletching technique
as they carried the rediscovered dart back down to their camp in the valley, they likely knew
that what they'd found had possibly been lost by their own ancestors, but it would have been
difficult to tell whether some of the artifacts they found were already several thousand years
old or only several decades old. Luckily for us, not all of the lost darts were rediscovered in
ancient times, and some have survived, preserved in the ice for millennia more. Now the ice is
melting, and it is the turn of archeologists and First Nations volunteers to carry (or fly) these
ancient darts down the mountains. Hopefully we can preserve them for a while in conservation
laboratories and characterize, record, and share information about them in enough detail that
the skills of the ancient dart makers are not lost forever like those of so many others have been.
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Fig. 1. Five ancient ice patch darts. From left to right: 220 cm willow sapling dart ~4460 YBP
(JdVb-2:9, missing nock near camera), 184 cm spruce sapling dart ~3220 YBP (JbVa-2:1, nock
near camera), unknown, unknown, segmented birch stave dart ~4580 YBP (JcUu-2:1, missing
point toward camera). Note sinew wrapping and scarf joint indicated by red arrow on
segmented birch dart. Photo: Andy Gregg.
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Fig. 2. Distal end of 220 cm willow sapling dart (JdVb-2:9), showing thickened end of shaft near
the hafting slot (maximum diameter near the hafting slot is 1.54 cm, ~0.61 in), sinew wrapping
around the shaft, and snapped base of stone point still in the shaft. I don't know the purpose of
the two other bits of sinew wrapping farther up the shaft. Photo: Andy Gregg.
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Fig. 3. Near distal end of 220 cm willow sapling dart (JdVb-2:9), showing forward attachment
point of feather fletching. Shaft diameter near wrapping is ~1.1 cm (0.43 in). Photo: Andy
Gregg.
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Fig. 4. Feather fletchings found with a dart of unspecified wood species and age. Photo: Andy
Gregg.
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Fig. 5. Broken-off proximal end of birch stave "male" dart (JcUu-1:9), with other piece of shaft
(JcUu-1:17) shown in upper left of image. The two pieces were found several years apart and
received differed identification numbers before it was realized that they were part of the same
dart. Shaft diameter in middle of feathered portion is ~0.84 cm (0.33 in), nock is 0.61 cm (0.24
in). Photo: Andy Gregg.
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